Educational apps - 2020
Hungry Caterpillar AR
An excellent augmented reality version of
the Hungry Caterpillar Story.

Lego AR Studio
Create Lego worlds in augmented reality.
Great for being creative and exploring the
world around.

Merge things

Monster Park

With this you will need to purchase a
merge cube from amazon. Here is the link
to the site:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/MERGE-CubeEU-languages-compatible/dp/B07GK1T9VP.
Through augmented reality the app turns
into different objects. You can explore
and use them as part of story-telling and
discussion.
Move dinosaurs around your home and
garden with augmented reality.
Discuss where they are and what they are
doing.

Touch tronic

Learn letter sounds and words through
this app. You need to buy the letters and
boards that go alongside.
Develop phonic knowledge and spelling of
key words.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/JuniorLearning-JL300-TouchtronicLetters/dp/1223114015

First words deluxe

Spell and learn new words with this app.

Spell and learn ‘doing words’ in this app.

Pogg
LetterSchool

Practice handwriting with this app.

Little digits

Up to the number 10, you need to use your
fingers to complete sums and record
amounts.

Telling time

A whole host of time telling activities.

Busy shapes 2

Puzzle based shape game.
Explore shapes and solve puzzles.

Tiny hands

Lots of sorting and numerical activities in
this set of applications.

Toca monsters

Explore what food monsters like in this
very engaging game about food and
cooking.

Toca store

Practice being a shopkeeper in this app.

iDo hygiene

Provides lots of guidance and support in
personal hygiene.

Emotions

Explore different emotions with this great
app. Talk about how the animals are
feeling and relate to own emotions.

Chatterkid

This is a fun app to explore photos. You
can take a photo and record your voice so
it speaks.

Draw a rocket

This is a really engaging app to explore a
story about space. It involves a lot of
creative engagement to participate and
follow instructions.

Use this app to create your own stories.
Take photos and write sentences about
what is happening.
Special stories
Make visual schedules and easy to follow
routines at home.

Choiceworks:
My Playhome

A really engaging role play game. Explore
different areas of the home and use
language to explain what is happening.

Build your own train track with this super
app. Once made you can place it within your
room with augmented reality.

Thomas minis

Lego Juniors

Create your own vehicle and control it
through a course.

Thumb jam

Create a huge range of music with your
iPad. Huge range of instruments and
sounds to explore and create music.

Isle of tune

Create music through this app. Build a
town and play music.

